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FURNITURE CUSTOMIZATION
SAMBATH HOME

HIGH-END DESIGN
WITH ECO-FRIENDLY PRACTICE

“Create  your
      dream home”

Phone
085 456 770  /  081 456 770

Facebook Page

Sambath Home Kitchen &
Furniture - សម��ត�ិហូម

   Address: Building No.703E0 Monivong Blvd.
Sangkat Beong Keng Kang 3 Khan Chamkarmon Phnom Penh

Email
sambathhomedesign@gmail.com

Website
www.sambathhome.com 

@sambathhome

Instagram
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EXCLUSIVE CUSTOMIZED
Luxury Home Interior
Design and Products

The process as simple
from measurement,
drawing, design,
procuring and finally
unboxing to install at site,
within few days.

��ន�រ�ញ់��ំ
��ន�រ�ត់ហុយ
�ច Design & Order 
េ��មទំហំ  Style 
ែដលេ�កអ�កចង់�ន
��នធូលីេឈើេ�ផ�ះអតិថិជន
�យ�សួលបំ�ស់ទី�ំង
�ន�រ����ង�តឹម�ត�វ
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Sambath Home is established since 2015 and specializes in build-in cabinetry 
and joinery works. Since hers inception, we have always focused on home and 
coporate clients and have also completed several projects such as Condominium 
and Borey refurbishments.
To accommodate with the robust demand, Sambath Home has acquired sole 
distribution of KEFAN Brand products and services in Cambodia to expand its 
offering not just to private home owner, but also for cooperate clients that seek for 
quality, healthy and functional furniture that will long-lasting and pleased to the 
eyes.

___OUR MISSION

Our mission is to create a place called Home for all our customers 

through “from ideas to products” process. We would like to bring customers 

to experience the warm and comfort through our One-Stop-Service where 

we can offer everything through our unceasing striving for perfection, and 

the passion to satisfy our valued customers' need of home furniture decora-

tion. We will achieve our aims through implementing the following core 

values:

- Innovation - Quality - Accountability - Relationship- Functional

“We believe designs added value to our everyday’s life"

___OUR VISION

To be a leading customized  Furniture Design Company offering innovative, 

premium and superior quality product.
 
This describes where we aspire to be upon achieving our missions.

ABOUT US01
“OUR MISSION__________
__________& OUR VISION”

02
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03 OUR SERVICE

Sambath Home is the customized furniture shop that fit your need. We provide
one-stop service for all of yours cabinet needs. We offer custom interior design
service, as well as full installation that can be tailored to meet any
specific requirement. Each and every one of our custom made cabinet is
designed to fit within your room, complimenting the design while also providing
you with a practical solution.

> FULL ROOM DESIGN

> CONSULTANTS

> LIGHTNING & COLORING

> LAYOUT DRAWING & OPTIMIZATION

> CABINET ACCESSORIES

   & APPLIANCE SELECTION
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ORDERING  PROCESS04

 ជំ�នទី ១  ជំ�នទី ៣  ជំ�នទី ៥  ជំ�នទី ៧  ជំ�នទី ៩

�រ�បឹក��   និង ផ�ល់
េ�បល់�មួយអតិថិជន

�រ�ស់ដល់
ទី�ំង�ក់ែស�ង

អនុវត�ែផន�រប�ង់�ត

 �រេ�ជើសេរ�ស�បេភទ
េឈើពណ៌ និង ស��រៈ េផ��ងៗ

�រប��ញ
ផលិតផលែបបគំនូរ 3D

គណ�តៃម� និងេរៀប
ចំេចញ Quotation ជូនអតិជន

�រទទួលលុយកក់

�ក់�រកម�ង់
�មួយេ�ងច�ក

�រដឹកជ���ន

 �រតេម�ើងផលិតផល េ�យ
�ងជំ�ញបេច�កេទសខ�ស់

 ជំ�នទី ២  ជំ�នទី ៤  ជំ�នទី ៦  ជំ�នទី ៨  ជំ�នទី ១០
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OUR MATERIALS05

Certified Eco Healthy Materials
We promote outstanding functionality, high-end design and eco-friendly prac-
tice. Our cabinets are made with E0 European standard particle boards to 
ensure the cabinetry is free of cancer-causing materials. Customers can enjoy a 
10-year warranty.

Our eco-friendly furnitures are International Low-formaldehyde Standard.
Formaldehyde is a colourless, strong smelling gaseous substances in the manu-
facturing of press wood product.

Certified Eco Healthy Materials
Low-formaldehyde standard is strictly required by countries such as European 
Union, United States, China and Japan.

Formaldehyde is a colourless, strong smelling gaseous substances in the man-
ufacturing of press wood product.

It is used as an adhesive in wide range of wood products, such as furniture, 
flooring, cabinets, bookcases and building materials. Long exposure to formal-
dehyde could cause adverse health effects and even cancer. These health 
effects can happen in anyone, but children, older adults, and people with 
asthma and other breathing problems are more likely to have these symptoms.
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Hard Wood Board

Ply Wood Board

Particle Wood Board
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All Sides Fully Captured

Wood Face Frame

Plywood Box & Shelves

Wood Door Frame

Soft-close Drawer Slides

Full Extension Drawers

Soft-close & Six-way Adjustable Hinges

Wood Drawers



CUSTOMIZED CABINET06
Why we should invest in customized cabinet ?

             Having a well-designed cabinet is essential as it allows completing tasks 

safely, efficiently and easily. Here are the most important reasons that explain why 

custom cabinets are significant to your home :

           -  Personalized style and preference: There is unlimited choice of styles and 

materials that fit your need and styles. You can decide the materials and design for 

each cabinet according to your personal preference that represents and suits you 

best.

            - Premium quality and durability: Having your custom-built cabinets can 

ensure that you get the top-quality materials, from the type of wood to the hard-

ware and installed to the highest standard quality. This ensures the quality of the 

product made and is built to last many years.

            - Space optimization and multi-functional: With custom cabinetry, every-

thing is tailored to the layout and floor plan. It provides the flexibility to create the 

very best solution to suit your specific needs and can be designed to fit any size. 

While innovative storage solutions and accessories can also be highly beneficial in 

maximizing storage space and efficiency.

Page: 11-12

What are customized cabinets ?

Customized cabinets are storage cabinet which are measured, designed and built 

to fit a unique room. They are quality-built with high quality materials, hardware, 

and finishes. Customized cabinet are usually meticulously handcrafted by intricate 

and skilled craftsmanship to be later delivered and installed inside your home.
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CLASSIC STYLES07

Kitchen Cabinet

In addition to being functional, Classic 

Kitchen cabinets bring timeless appeal 

and warmth to the space.
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MODERN STYLE08
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Set the tone with Sambath Home customized

cabinetry when you want quality

craftsmanship, beauty and smooth, clean lines.

 

Kitchen cabinet defines the look of

a room and can influence the feel of an entire home.

Kitchen Cabinet
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Walk-in Wardrobe
Myriad of storage solution for whatever your heart desires.
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LUXURY STYLE09
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Luxury kitchen designs can incorporate 

many different styles and their elegant 

and stylish features easily combine the 

design and function with usability and 

everyday life.
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Luxurious Walk-in Closet 

Dressing area with sitting,

a centered island with drawer and full-length mirrors for 

functionality combined with the sense of luxury.
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OTHERS10

Modern Kid Bedroom Cabinet

The epitome of colourful delights and vibrant details, 

this kid's bedroom design promises to be a space for 

your little one to study, play, create and relax.
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Wardrobe Accessories

Long-lasting and durable storage 

solutions to maximize your storage

space and organize your clothing 

effortlessly.

Having modern and efficient kitchen accessories 

and smart storage solution are great ways to make 

your cooking space user friendly, convenient and 

well-organized.

Kitchen Accessories
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Kitchen Layout Guides

Food Storage:
Reingerator
Freezer
Pantry

Cooking Clean-Up

Food
Storage

Refrig.

Micro.

D/W.

Mi
cro

.

Refrig.

D/W

Micro.

D/W.Refridg.

U-shaped
If you could use more space
consider a U-shape. It is perject
jor one or more cooks.

Galley
A galley is an effecient
workspace for a single cook.

It is recommend that your food storage

is as close to the klichen entry as possible 

for efficient unpacking and less distance 

to lug heavy grocenes.

Your cooking components should be 

near each other; by having your 

cookware close at hand to your range 

& oven you save time in meal prep.

Place your dishwasher near your sink and 

disposal, then dirty dishes can be tackled 

easily.

Cooking.
Range
Ovens
Cookware

Clean Up:
Sink
Dishwasher
Dish Storage

Make Your Kitchen Work For You Matching your space with unique
shape and functionality

L-shaped
A dennate advantage of the
L-shape is generous counter
space and people can come
in and out without entering
your work area.

G-shaped
A modification of the U-shape,
the G adds more cabinets and
a potential fourth wall.

Single Wall
A single wall layout is a 
necessity in smaller 
homes and apartments 
where space is himited. Micro.

Refrig.

D/W

D/W
M

icro.
Refrig.

Refrig.

Micro.

D/W.

Mi
cro

.

Refrig.

D/W

Micro.
D/W.Refridg.

Micro.
Refrig.

D/W

D/W
Micro.

Refrig.

Micro.

D/
W

.

Micro.

Re
frig

.

D/
W

Micro.

D/
W

.
Re

frid
g.



Solid Drawer Front

Square Flat Panel Door

Square

Flat Panel Door

Arch

Flat Panel Door

Inside Edge Profile

Cathedral

Flat Panel Door

Square Glass Prep

Door

Square Mullion

Glass Prep Door

Arch

Glass Prep Door

Cathedral Mullion

Glass Prep Door

Cathedral

Glass Prep Door

Cathedral Mullion

Glass Prep Door

Outside Edge Profile

Cabinet drawer runner Hydralic cabinetCabinet Hinge Aluminium frame

glass door hinges

Solid

Drawer Front

Flat Panel

Door
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Unboxing & Ready for assembly at site

2 Drawers and 1 Door 2 Drawers and 2 Doors 2 Drawers and 2 Doors

6 Drawers and 1 Door 6 Drawers and 2 Doors 3 Drawers and 4 Doors

3 Drawers 2 Drawers and 1 Door2 Doors

Our soft-closing parts

Aluminium frame

glass door hinges



WARRANTY11

�រ�ស់ែវងដល់ទី�ំង
SITE MEASUREMENT

�ររច��ន�ពៃច��បឌិត
CREATIVE DESIGN

ផលិតផលេ�ងច�ក
FACTORY PRODUCTION

�យ�សួលក��ង�រដំេឡើង
SIMPLE INSTALLATION

សន��ំ េពលេវ�
SAVE TIME

រ�ង�ំ និងធន់
STRONG AND DURABLE

�រ�តុ�ប�ំងនឹងសត�កេណ�ៀរ
PROTECT AGAINST

TERMITES

�យ�សួលក��ង�រដំេឡើង
EASY TO INSTALL

�រ�រទឹក��ប
WATERPROOF
PROTECTION

�រ�រ��ំកូត
COATING PROTECTION

5 years warranty lifetime maintenance
In addition to the accidental damage to furniture caused by usage, we promise that 

all parts will be replaced free of charge if they have quality problems within one 

year. Each set of products is accompanied by a service maintenance.
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www.sambathhome.com 

@sambathhome

@sambathhome

sambathhomedesign@gmail.com

Telegram ChannelFacebook Page Website


